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Unit - I 

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE 

Basics of crystal systems – Bravias lattices – Defects and Dislocations – 

Bonding of Solids – Reciprocal lattice – Ewald’s sphere construction – Bragg’s 

law – Atomic scattering factor – Diffraction – Structure factor – Experimental 

techniques – Laue, Powder, Rotation methods – Translational and orientational 

orders - Kinds of liquid crystalline order and quasicrystals. 

Class :II M,Sc., Physics 

Sub Name: Solid State Physics 

Sub Code:P16PY32 

 

 
 

Crystals 

 

A crystal is a solid composed of a periodic array of atoms. In crystals, a 

representative unit called unit cell is repeated at regular intervals along all 

directions. 

 

Crystal structure 

A lattice refers to a regular and periodic arrangement of points in 

three dimensions. The basic arrangement of atoms or molecules to be fixed at each 

and every lattice point is called basis. A crystal structure (Fig.1) is obtained by 

arranging the basis in each and every lattice point which can be written as 

Crystal structure = lattice + basis 

 

 

 

 

 
Lattice Basis Crystal 
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CRYSTAL SYMMETRY 

 

The definite ordered arrangement of the faces and edges of a crystal 

is known as crystal symmetry. A sense of symmetry is a powerful tool for the study 

of the internal structure of crystals. The symmetry plays a major role in 

determiningmany of its physical properties, such as electronic band structure, 

optical transparency and cleavage. 

 

Symmetry Elements 

 

The elements (points, lines, axes and planes) about which the symmetry 

operations can be made are known as symmetry elements. 

 

The point group symmetry elements of crystals include 

 

1. Centre of symmetry or inversion centre, 

 

2. Plane of reflection and 

 

3. Axis of rotation. 

 

Symmetry operation: 

 

A symmetry operation is a transformation performed on a body with respect to one 

or more symmetry elements which leaves it unchanged or invariant. The symmetry 

operations performed about a point or a line are called point group symmetry 

operations whereas symmetry operations performed by translations are called space 

group symmetry operations. 

 

Rotating a crystal through 90° about an axis may result in an atomic 

configuration that is identical to the original one. The crystal is then said to have a 

four-fold rotational symmetry about this axis. Similarly, if a crystal attains an 

identical configuration after rotating through 180°, it is said to have two-fold 

rotational symmetry about this axis. 

 

(i) Centre of symmetry 

The point put in the crystal such that any line passing through it meets the 
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surface of the crystal at equal distance in both directions is known as centre of 

symmetry or centre of inversion. In a unit cell of cubic lattice, the point at the body 

centre represents the centre of symmetry as shown in the following figure (Fig.2) 

 
 

(ii) Plane of symmetry 

An imaginary plane passing through a crystal such that portions on the two 

sides of the plane are exactly alike is known as a plane of symmetry. There are three 

planes of symmetry and six diagonal planes of symmetry in the case of the cube as 

shown in the following figure (Fig.3). 

F 
 

 

 
(iii) Axis of symmetry 

Fig. 3 The planes of symmetry in a cube 

Y 

Centre of symmetry 

X 

Z 

Fig. 2 Centre of symmetry 
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Axis of symmetry is a line passing through the crystal such that if 

the crystal is rotated about this line as axis, it will present the same 

appearance more than onceduring one complete resolution. In general, if 

a rotation through an angle 

360




n 

degree about an axis brings the crystal into congruent position, then that axis is called 

n fold axis of symmetry. 

If n=2, then the crystal has to be rotated through an angle 180˚ about an axis 

to achieve self- coincidence. Such an axis is called a diad axis. 

If n=4, then the crystal has to be rotated through an angle 90˚ about an axis to 

achieve self- coincidence. Such an axis is called a tetrad axis. Cube has 3 tetrad axes. 

Classification of Crystals 

BRAVAIS LATTICES 

The crystals can be broadly classified into seven systems on the basis of the shape, 

angles between the three axes and the intercepts of the faces along the axes. They 

are: (i)cubic,(ii)tetragonal,(iii)orthorhombic,(iv)monoclinic,(v)triclinic,(vi)trigonal 

(rhombohedral) and (vii) hexagonal. 

According to Auguste Bravais, a French physicist, there are only fourteen 

different arrays of lattice in which points can be arranged in space so that each 

point has identical surroundings. These fourteen lattices are known as Bravais space 

lattices. The seven crystal systems and the corresponding Bravais lattices are shown 

in the following figure (Fig.4). 
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Fig. 4 Seven crystal systems and the corresponding Bravais lattices 
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Table 1 Seven crystal systems and the corresponding Bravais lattices 
 

 

 

S.No Crystal 

system 

Numbe 

r of 

lattices 

in the 

system 

Lattic 

e   

symb 

ol 

Space lattice 

or Bravais 

lattices 

Lattice 

Parameter 

s 

Examples 

 

 
1 

 

 
Cubic 

 
3 

P 

I 

F 

Simple 

Body 

centered 

Face 

centered 

a = b = c 

α=β=γ=90 

˚ 

NaCl, Zinc 

Blende, Cu, Ag, 

Fe, Diamond 

 

2 

 

Tetragonal 

 
2 

P 

I 

Simple 

Body 

centered 

a=b≠c 

α=β=γ=90 

˚ 

White tin, SnO2, 

TiO2, CaSO4 

 

 
3 

 

Orthorhombi 

c 

 
4 

P 

C 

I 

F 

Simple 

Base centered 

Body 

centered 

Face centered 

a≠b≠c 

α=β=γ=90 

˚ 

Fe3C(cementite), 

KNO3, 

BaSO4,Ga, 

 

4 

 

 
Monoclinic 

 
2 

P 

C 

Simple 

Base 

centered 

a≠b≠c 

α=γ=90˚≠ 

β 

CaSO4.2H2O 

(gypsum) 

Na2SO4.10H2O 
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Triclinic 

 
1 

 
P 

 
Simple 

a≠b≠c 

α≠β≠γ≠90 

˚ 

K2Cr2O7, 

CuSO4.5H2O, 

H3BO3, 

 

6 

Trigonal 

(Rhombo 

hedral) 

 
1 

 
P 

 
Simple 

a = b = c 

α=β=γ<12 

0˚ 

Calcite (CaCO3, 

Cinnabar (HgS), 

Sb, As, Bi 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NaCl
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc_Blende
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zinc_Blende
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copper
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_tin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SnO2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TiO2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CaSO4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KNO3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barium_sulfate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K2Cr2O7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H3Bo3
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinnabar
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Hexagonal 

 
1 

 
P 

 
Simple 

a=b≠c 

α=β=90˚ 

γ=120˚ 

Graphite, ZnO, 

Ice(H2O), Mg, 

CdS 

 

*P-Primitive (Lattice points are at the corners of the unit cell only) 

C-Base centre (Lattice points are at the corners and at two face centres opposite to 

each other) 

I - Body centre (Lattice points are at the corners and at the body centre) 

F- Face centre (qLattice points are at the corners and at the six face centres) 

 
 

Lattice planes 

The sets of equidistant parallel planes passing through the lattice points in a 

crystal lattice are called lattice planes. 

RECIPROCAL LATTICE 

 
In a crystal, there exist many sets of planes with different orientations and 

spacing. These planes can cause diffraction. If we draw normal to all sets of panes, 

from a common origin, then the end points of normal form a lattice which is called 

as reciprocal lattice. 

(a) Each point in the reciprocal lattice preserves the characteristics of the set of 

planes which it represents, 

(b) Its direction with respect to the origin represents the orientation of the planes 

and, 

(c) Its distance from the origin represents the inter-planar spacing of the planes. 

Graphical constructions 

Figure (Fig.5) shows the unit cell of a monoclinic crystal looking along its 

unique axis here designated by C. The cell edges seen in the figure are a and b. The 

example also shows the edge view of four (hkl) planes, namely (100), (110), (120) 

and (010). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZnO
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CdS
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Fig. 5Formation of reciprocal lattice 

The general procedure for locating the reciprocal lattice points corresponding 

to these planes is as follows: 

(i) A lattice point is taken as common origin 

(ii) From the common origin, draw a normal to each plane 

(iii) Place a point on the normal to each plane (hkl) at a distance from the 

origin equal to 
1 

 
 

d
hkl 

 

Such points form a periodic array called reciprocal lattice. 

Properties of the reciprocal lattice 

1. The reciprocal of the reciprocal lattice is the direct lattice. 

2. The volume of the unit cell of the reciprocal lattice is inversely proportional 

to the volume of the unit cell of the direct lattice. 

3. Every reciprocal lattice vector is normal to the lattice plane of the crystal 

lattice. 
 

4. The spacing (dhkl) of the plane crystal lattice is equal to 
1 

 
 

 
hkl 

 

 

 

IMPERFECTIONS 

Natural crystals are not always perfect and there are some deviations from the 

periodicity. Any deviation from the perfect atomic periodicity of crystals is called an 

imperfection or lattice defect. 

Crystal imperfections are classified into four broad categories on the basis of 

their geometry (Fig.13). They are 
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Crystal Imperfection 

Point Defects Line Defects Surface Defects Volume Defects 

Edge Dislocation Screw Dislocation 
Precipitates Voids 

Vacancies Compositional 

Defects 

Interstitials Electronic 

Defects 

Grain 
Boundaries 

Lineage Boundaries 
(Tilt Boundaries) 

Schottky 

Defect 
Frenkel 

Defect 

Twin 

Boundaries 
Stacking faults 

Substitutional 
Impurity 

Interstitial 
Impurity 

i. Point defects 

ii. Line defects 

iii. Surface defects and 

iv. Volume defects 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13 Types of crystal imperfections 
 
 

POINT DEFECTS 

Point defects are associated with a single lattice site and hence they are also 

called zero dimensional imperfections. They are imperfect point like regions in the 

crystals. 

Vacancy 
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This is the simplest of all defects which is caused by missing of an atom (or 

ion) from its regular lattice site, thus leaving a vacant or unoccupied position known 

as vacancy inside a crystal lattice as shown in the following figure(Fig.14). 

If a pair of positive and negative ions diffuses from their regular lattice sites 

to the surface, then the vacancies they leave behind are known as Schottky defects. 

Such vacancies can be created in a crystal or a film by an impact with high energy 

radiations of x-rays, electrons, neutrons or α-particles and sometimes even by the 

interactions with other types of defects such as dislocations. 
 

 

 

 

vacancy 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.14 A vacancy in a crystal 

For example, in an ionic crystal of type A+ B-, if an equal number of 

cations and anions are missing from their lattice sites, a Schottky defect is created. 

It is also a stoichiometry defect, as the ratio of the number of cations and anions 

remains the same. Normally these defects will lead to a decrease in the density of 

the crystal because of the diffusion of the ions to the surface which causes an increase 

in the volume. 

Interstitial atom 
 

The interstitial atoms are the extra atoms that are squeezed in between normal 

atom sites. When an interstitial is caused by transferring an atom from a lattice site 

to an interstitial position, a vacancy is created as shown in the following 

figure(Fig.15). The combination of the vacancy and the associated interstitial atom 

is called Frenkel defect. 
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Interstitial atom 
 
 
 

Self interstitial 

Fig.15 A self-interstitial in a crystal 

 
Impurity atom 

 
It is a point defect in which a regular lattice site in a crystal or an interstitial 

position is occupied by a foreign atom. The former is called substitutional impurity 

and the later, the interstitial impurity (shown in Fig16(a) and 16(b), respectively). 

These impurities introduce new energy states in the neighbourhood. A high density 

of substitution may create a disorder in the crystal and causes drastic changes in the 

properties of the material. 
 

 

 

 

 

Foreign atom 

Foreign atom 
 
 

 

Interstitial atom Substitutional impurity 
 

(a) (b) 

Fig.16(a) Interstitial and (b) Substitutional impurities 

LINE DEFECTS 

Any deviation from perfectly periodic arrangement of atoms along a line is 

called line defect or line imperfection. It is a one dimensional imperfection. The line 

imperfection acting as boundary between the slipped and the unslipped regions, lies 

in the slip plane and is called a dislocation. Dislocations are of two types viz. edge 

and screw dislocation. 
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Edge dislocation 

Edge dislocation is created by a missing half plane of atoms in a crystal lattice. In 

the crystal lattice shown in Fig.17(a and b),the dislocation occurs at the lower portion 

of the crystal. This can be viewed as a deformation caused by inserting an extra plane 

of atoms on the upper half of the crystal. This type of dislocation is called positive 

edge dislocation represented by symbol. If the extra plane of atoms is inserted 

below the slip plane, it is called negative edge dislocation represented by T 

. 

Burger circuit 

Burger vector 
 

 

Burger vector 
 
 
 

 
Burger circuit 

 

(a) (b) 

 
 

Fig.17a) Positive and b) Negative edge dislocations 

Screw dislocation 

Screw dislocation (Fig.18) can be viewed as a deformation produced by 

cutting the crystal partly and shearing down one part relative to the other by one or 

more atomic spacings. Line of distortion, called screw dislocation line, exists along 

the edge of the cut. This type of distortion transforms successive atomic planes into 

the surface of a helix and hence the name. 
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Burger circuit 

Burger vector 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.18Screw dislocation 

(a) Tilt or Twist boundary 

(b) Grain boundary 

(c) Twin boundary 

(d) Stacking fault 

 

Bonding of solids. 

Solid can be classified according to the nature of the bonding between their atomic 

or molecular components. The traditional classification distinguishes four kinds of 

solids 

Ionic Bonding 

Crystals in which ionic bonding is used are known as ionic crystals.Most of 

the insulators are ionic crystals.These crystals are not pure elements but they are 

components.In ionic crystals one or more electrons of one type of atoms are 

transferred from one atom to another and the result being a crystal that is composed 

of positive and negative ions.The electron configuration of the ion is essentially an 

inert gas configuration. 

The electrostatic interaction between the ion is the source of cohesive energy 

that binds the crystals together.In other words we can say that the bonding force 

constituting the ionic bondarises from the electrostatic attraction between the 

oppositely chargedins.Inspite of electrostatic interaction,there is also a repulsive 

force between negatively charged electron clouds which becomes operative when 

the two ins try to overlap. 

Thus in ionic bonding the ions arrange themselves in such a way that coulomb 

attraction between ions of positive sign is greater than the coulomb repulsion 

between ions of the same sign.Let us consider the formatin of ionic bonds in NaCl. 

As shown in fig1, sodium and chlorine have the following electronic configuration: 
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Sodium: Ist orbit (K-Shell),2 electrons,2nd orbit (L-shell), 8 electrons,3rd 

orbit(M-shell), 1 electron.So the third orbit ,i.e.,M shell is incomplete. The atom has 

low ionization energy and hence easily losses electron(1s2 2s2 2p6 3s1 ). 

Chlorine: Ist orbit (K-Shell),2 electrons,2nd orbit (L-shell), 8 electrons,3rd 

orbit(M-shell), 7 electrons (1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5 ) 

Characteristics of ionic bond 

Following are the characteristics of ionic bond. 

(i) Tha ionic bond is fairly strong. 

(ii) Due to high binding energies, the ionic crystal have high melting and boiling 

point. 

(iii) The electrical conductivity of ionic crystal is much lower than that of a metal 

and the conductivity increases with increasing temperature. The charge carrier are 

quite different from the charge carrier in the metals. Some conduction occurs by 

electron flow but the electrons are so tightly bound that they can not move 

appreciable in the external field. The majorcharacteristics of the ionic crystal is that 

the charge transport takes place by chargee ion themselves. 

(iv) The ionic crystals are transparent for all frequencies upto the point called the 

fundamental absorption frequent. 

(v) The ionic crystals are often quite soluble in ionizing solvent such as water, the 

solution beeing highly dissociated into free ions. 

(vi) The ionic crystals usually crystallize in relatively closed packed structure. 

(vii) Due to the spherical charge distribution this bond is non-directional.In some 

special cases it has directional character 

 

Metallic bonds 

It has been found that in metals, each atom losses all its valance and 

becomes a positively charged ion. These free and mobile electrons form a kind of 

electron cloud or gas which permeates all atoms. In fact one may look upon a 
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metal as consisting of an array of closely packed ions immersed in a sea of free 

electrons. The valance electrons are not bonded directly to an individual atom but 

they move freely in the sphere of influence of other atoms and are bound to 

different atom at different times and that too far apart of the time. 

Thus a metallic bond results from the sharing of the variable number of 

electrons by a variable number of atoms. Thus it may be looked upon as an 

unsaturated covalent bond which is due to the electrostatic attraction between the 

negative electron cloud and positive ion cores. The cohesion of a metallic crystal is 

due to the attraction of the positive nuclei and the valence electrons passing 

between them. The delocalisation of the valance electrons leads to a decrease in 

both kinetic and potential energy and it is this energy decrease in both kinetic and 

potential energy and it is this energy decrease that is responsible for the metallic 

bonding. 

Example : Sodium, Copper, Gold, Silver, Aluminium. 

Properties 

1). Metallic bonds are responsible for holding the atoms together in metals 

and their alloys. 

2). This type of bonding is weaker than ionic and covalent bonds which are 

called saturated bonds but stronger than van der waal's type. 

3). Metallic solids have crystalline structure. Unlike other types of crystals, 

metallic crystals, can be deformed without fracture since the electron gas behaves 

as a lubricant which permits the atoms to slide fast one another. 

4). Metallic crystal possess a high degree of crystal symmetry due to 

symmetrical arrangement of positive ions. 

5). Metallic bond is non directional since this bond can exist only when there 

is large aggregate of metallic atoms. 

6). Since the metallic bonds are weak, the melting point and boiling point are 

lower than the ionic and covalent compounds. 

7). Since there are enormous number of free electrons, these type of 

materials have high thermal and electrical conductivity. 

8). Metals are opaque to light since the light energy is absorbed by the free 

electrons. 

 

Covalent bond and homopolar bond : 
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A Covalent bond is formed when two or more similar or dissimilar atoms 

achieve stability by sharing valance electrons between themselves. This kind of 

bonding is possible whenever such sharing results in a lowering of the potential 

energy of the system. If we take Helium atom (Z=2) which has stable noble gas 

configuration, there is no decrease in the potential energy of the system by sharing 

its two 1s electron with the electrons of another Helium atom. So the Helium atom 

is mono atomic. But if we take atoms incompleted quantum states like Hydrogen 

and Chlorine, they can share the electrons among themselves forming their 

molecules with decrease in potential energy of the system. 

 

 
Let us examine the origin of covalent bond between the hydrogen atom in a 

hydrogen molecule where ionic bond can play no part. If the shared electrons 

circulate around the hydrogen nuclei, they spend more time on the average 

between the nuclei. 

This is because during the formation of the molecule the density of electron 

distribution increases at points between the nuclei between the nuclei along the 

internuclear axis. So there is an effective negative charge between the positive of 

nuclei of two hydrogen atoms. This effective negative charge exerts an attractive 

force of the nuclei which is more than enough to counter balance the direct 

repulsion between the two nuclei. If the nuclei are too close together however their 

repulsion becomes dominant and the two nuclei is not stable. The balance between 

attractive and repulsive force occurs at a separation of 0.76Å and hence the 
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covalent bond exists with decrease in potential energy of the system. Hence some 

energy must be spend to break the covalent bond of hydrogen molecule into 

hydrogen atoms. Actually 4.5 eV is required to break one H-H bond. 

ie., H2+4.5 ev ------------------- >H+H 

 
The number of covalent bonds that can be formed by an element is 

determined by the number of electrons that can be added to the valance shell 

without exceeding 8. Therefore the maximum number of covalent bonds is (8-N) 

where N is the number of valance electrons. 

The hydrogen molecule is represented as 

H-H --------  H2 

 
Hence the horizontal single line between the two hydrogen atoms indicates that 

one electron comes from each atom. In the case of chlorine, each atom has seven 

electrons in the outer shell. When two chlorine atoms combine to form a molecule, 

one electron from each atom is shared with the other atom. Thus 

cl-cl ----------  cl2 

 
The formation of Hydrogen chloride gas can be written as 

H-H+Cl-Cl-------------H-Cl+H-Cl ------  2HCl 

 
Here one hydrogen atom and one chlorine atom combine and form a 

hydrogen chloride molecule with decrease in potential energy of the molecule with 

decrease in potential energy of the molecule by sharing one electron from each 

atom. Let us see some other examples where two or more electrons are shared 

between two or more similar or dissimilar atoms. When more than one pair of 

electrons is shared between two atoms a double or triple covalent bond is said to be 

formed. In the case of oxygen molecule 2 pairs of electrons are shared between the 

two atoms and so it has double bond which is represented by double horizontal 

lines. Similarly in the case of Nitrogen molecule, three pairs of electrons are shared 

between the two Nitrogen atoms and so it has triple bond which is represented by 

three horizontal lines. These are shown in the figure. 
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The bonding of methane molecule is also shown in the figure. Carbon has 4 

valence electrons. Each of these electrons forms an electron pair with the 1s 

electrons of the four surrounding hydrogen atoms. Diamond is another example of 

crystal structure in which carbon atoms are linked by covalent bonds. Each carbon 

atom shares its four valance electrons with those of neighbouring atoms thus 
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forming single valence bonds with each of them. Following additional points about 

covalent bond formation are worth nothing :- 

1).attain of noble gas or octet configuration is not essential such a bond. 

2).the essential features of such a bond is the fact that it involves the 

pairing of two electrons with opposite spin. 

3).a covalent bond may be either polar or non polar depending on the 

fact whether the electron pair is shared unequally or equally between the two 

atoms. 

 
Example of Covalent Substance : 

Gases :Hydrogen, Carbon di oxide, Nitrogen 

Liquid :Carbontetrachloride 

Solids :Diamond, Germanium, Silicon, Tin. 
 
 

Properties of covalent crystal:- 

1(i)The covalent crystals of different materials have their physical properties due 

to the bonding types eg:- 
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(ii) Carbon in diamond structure is the hardest known substance having high 

temperature melting point (3280 K) 

(iii) But tin is very soft and and has a low melting point . similarly diamond is very 

good insulator .but silicon and germanium are well known semiconductors and tin 

is a good conductor 

2. the covalent crystal are three types 

i) those in which molecules are small and held together by weak force such 

crystals are fusible 

eg:- sulphur and iodine 

ii) those in which each atom is united with other by covalent links resulting in the 

formation of gaint molecules 

eg:- diamond and silicon carbide 

in a diamond each atom is united by covalent bond with four neighboring carbon 

atom held at the corners of regular tetrahedron 

iii) those which consist of separate layers such that each atom is linked by the 

neighboring atoms . however there is no strong bonding between the different 

layers, which therefore separable from each other this cause of softness of 

lubrication of graphite 

3. based on the numberof electrons sharing , the bond length and bond energy also 

change in their values when the number of electron is more the bond length 

between the bond is decreased at the same time at the bond energy Is icreased 
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4. Due to the formation, dipole moment arises . for eg:- in the covalent bonded 

hydrogen chloride molecule the net effect of the electron sharing process atom to 

give chlorine atom has slight negative charge . the charges are actually being small 

of 0.272x10-19 coulomb for  a sigle electron when compared with 1.6x10-19
 

coulomb for a single electron 
 

Cl 

O=C=O l 

Cl – C  - Cl 

l 

Cl 
 

 

 

Incase of co2 molecule , due to the symmetrical arrangement of carbon 

Atom with the oxygen atom , the resultant dipole momet with the molecule is zero 

carbon atom is symmetrically surrounded by the formation of different substance 
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6.) Covalent substance are soluble on non polar solvents like benzene and carbon 

sulphide , etc this is because covalent nature of solvent because of large size of 

molecules 

7.) the melting and boiling point of covalent solids are low compared to those 

ionic compounds . this is because covalent bond is not so strong as the ionic 

compound . and also there are less powerfully attracted to each other 

8.) most of the pure solids are good insulator . this is because the valance electrons 

are tightly held in the covalent bond . however certain impurities added to such 

solids they become semiconductors 

9.) covalent solids may be solid liquid or gases. Generally those substance which 

have molecular weights exist as solids .covalent solids are hard as well as brittle 

and possess crystalline structure. 

Intermolecular forces 

Intermolecular forces (IMF) are the forces which mediate interaction 

between molecules, including forces of attraction or repulsion which act between 

molecules and other types of neighboring particles, e.g. atoms or ions. 

Intermolecular forces are weak relative to intramolecular forces – the forces which 

hold a molecule together. For example, the covalent bond, involving sharing 

electron pairs between atoms, is much stronger than the forces present between 

neighboring molecules. Both sets of forces are essential parts of force fields 

frequently used in molecular mechanics. 

The investigation of intermolecular forces starts from macroscopic 

observations which indicate the existence and action of forces at a molecular level. 

These observations include non-ideal-gas thermodynamic behavior reflected by 

virial coefficients, vapor pressure, viscosity, superficial tension, and absorption 

data. 

The first reference to the nature of microscopic forces is found in Alexis 

Clairaut's work Theorie de la Figure de la Terre.[1] Other scientists who have 

contributed to the investigation of microscopic forces include: Laplace, Gauss, 

Maxwell and Boltzmann.Attractive intermolecular forces are categorized into the 

following types: 

Hydrogen bonding 

Ionic bonding 
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Ion–induced dipole forces 

Ion–dipole forces 

van der Waals forces – Keesom force, Debye force, and London dispersion force 

The Ewald sphere construction 

The Ewald sphere construction is basically a geometric construction that 

allows one to visualize the properties of Bragg's law [1/d=2sin(theta)/lambda]. The 

relationship between the Ewald sphere and Bragg's law can be seen as follows. 

[Figure 1] 

Figure 1: Diffraction from a lattice plane. 
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The angle between the incoming and diffracted beams and the plane are both 

equal to theta.This figure shows an incoming X-ray beam (horizontal arrow), a 

crystal lattice plane (thin line), and a outgoing X-ray beam (arrow diffracted from 

the lattice plane). The angles between the lattice plane and the incoming and 

outgoing beams are always the same (theta). If you change the angle of the lattice 

plane with respect to the incoming beam, keeping the latter horizontal,then the 

outgoing beam will change its direction but its endpoint will always be on a circle. 
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This is shown in the next figure by using different colours for different theta 

angles. Figure 2: 
 

For various theta angles, the diffracted beam describes a circle.The angle 

between the incoming and outgoing beams is always two times theta as is clear from 

the next figure. This figure also adds a vector connecting the points where the 

diffracted beam and the incoming beam "exit" the circle (shown in red). The length 

of this red vector depends on the radius of the circle "R" and the angle theta. Note 

that the red vector is perpendicular to thelattice plane for any value of theta and that 

the lattice plane always cuts the red vector in half.Half of the red vector can thus be 

calculated as being R times sin(theta) and, consequently, thered vector itself has a 

length of 2Rsin(theta). If we now choose the radius of the circle ("R") to be1/lambda 

then the red vector has a length of 2sin(theta)/lambda. Compare this to Bragg's 

law,1/d = 2sin(theta)/lambda, and you can see that the length of the red vector in this 

geometric construction corresponds to 1/d in diffraction theory (d being the lattice 

spacing). More precisely, since the red vector is perpendicular to the diffracting 

plane and is bisected by the latter, the red vector corresponds to the reciprocal space 

diffraction vector "S" (see chapter 4 in "Principles of protein X-ray crystallography 

by J. Drenth or the web page from Randy Read. 
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Figure 3: 

The Ewald sphere construction shares the properties of Bragg's law.Now 

consider the center of the circle as the (real space) origin of diffraction and the point 

where the horizontal beam exits the circle as the origin of reciprocal space. The 

construction above then shows that for any reciprocal space vector "S", only those 

that fall on the circle will obey Bragg's law and therefore lead to diffraction. The 

next step is to include the reciprocal space crystal lattice as is done in the next figure. 

In  this  figure  the  corners  of  each  rectangle  represent  reciprocal  lattice points. 

Combining all of this, we can now see that a given reflection will only 

diffract if its reciprocal lattice point intersects the Ewald sphere. 
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Figure 4: 

Diffraction occurs when a reciprocal lattice point intersects the Ewald sphere. 

Finally, all figures above show a circle but, as the name suggests, the Ewald sphere, 

really is a sphere. It is just easier to draw a circle so that is what we normally use. In 

your "minds eye" you have to extrapolate it to a sphere. Below I'll give an actual 3D 

representation of the Ewald sphere with a second smaller sphere named the "limiting 

sphere". This latter sphere represents the limit of resolution of your crystal. So for a 

crystal diffracting to 2 Å this sphere would have a radius of 1/2. All reciprocal lattice 

points within this sphere can in principle be made to diffract byletting them intersect 

the Ewald sphere. 
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Figure 5: 

Three-dimensional drawing of the Ewald sphere construction. Take home 

message The Ewald sphere allows you to visualize a diffraction experiment 

Diffraction only occurs when a reciprocal lattice point intersects the Ewald sphere 

The diffracted beam will "travel" from the center of the Ewald sphere through the 

point where its reciprocal lattice point intersects the sphere.The radius of the Ewald 

sphere is 1/lambda. 
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BRAGG’S LAW 

W. L. Bragg discovered that X- rays can be reflected by the cleavage planes 

of crystal when the X rays are incident on their surface nearly at glancing angles. 

Glancing angle or Bragg angle is the angle between incident ray and crystal plane. 

Let us consider two parallel rays P and Q, which are reflected by two atoms 

A and C in adjacent layers as shown in the followingfigure(Fig.6). The length of the 

path QCS is greater than the length of the path PAR. If AB and AD be the 

perpendiculars drawn from A on QC and CS respectively, then the path difference 

is (BC+CD). When the path difference is an integral multiple of the wavelength λ, 

the reflected beams will interfere constructively giving maximum intensity. The 

strong reflections will be observed in the direction which corresponds to the path 

difference λ, 2λ, 3λ…, nλ between the rays reflected at consecutive planes. Thus for 

strong reflections, we have path difference 

(BC+CD) = n λ ------------------------------ (1) 

But from figure 

BC = CD = d sin θ 

Therefore, 2 d sin θ = n λ --------------- (2) 

where d is the interplanar distance and 𝜃, the Bragg angle. 

This is known as Bragg’s law which gives the condition for the reflection of X – 

rays from series of atomic layers in a given plane. 
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Fig. 6X-ray diffraction in a crystal lattice 

 

 
Experimental Technique for Diffraction. 

 

Laue Method: 

The experimental equipment here is relatively simple and is shown figured 

12. The crystal is held stationary in the beam of X-rays. The rays after passing 

through the crystal are diffracted and are recorded on the photographic plate placed 

at a certain distance from the crystal. Before passing through the crystal, the X- 

rays are limited to a fine pencil by a slit system. The diameter of the pinhole 

is important from the stand point of detail i n diffraction pattern. The smallest is the 

diameter, the sharper is the interference. The crystal is not on a holder to adjust its 

orientation . 

The Laue method employs while radiation ( X- rays beam of continuous range 

of a wavelength) which is usually obtained from the tungsten target at about 60,000 

volts. We have seen that if a beam of X- rays of a given wavelength lambda is passed 

in a given direction through a crystal , the diffraction is not in general to be expected. 

This is because very few sets of planes would be in a favourable position to meet the 

requirements of the Bragg equation and reflections would of course be rare. But 
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since there is a whole range of wavelengths in the continuous spectrum, there will 

be discrete values of lambda Which satisfy the Bragg condition – no matter what 

may be the orientation of the lattice planes. In another words for any values of d and 

theta, there will be found in the beam some values of lambda such that diffraction 

can occur. 

We know that atoms of crystal have an orderly arrangement in all that these 

dimensions in a space, hence the diffraction of X-rays will occur from many families 

of atomic planes at once, each family picking out the wavelength which it can 

diffract at the angle at which it finds itself. The sort of diffraction pattern obtained 

is illustrated in figure 

Examination of the Laue photograph show that the spots do actually occur at 

the position to be expected from the reflection law. When the primary beam along 

the axis of symmetry of the crystal, the Laud pattern consists of a series of a spots 

whose loci are ellipse are produced by planes belonging to the same zone, planes 

which are parallel to one common direction. 

The laud pattern can be used to orient crystal for solid state experiment. Let 

us consider the case of a crystal with four fold axial symmetry which is oriented with 

axis parallel to the beam. Each reflecting plane then selects a wavelengths satisfying 

the Bragg equation from the incident beam. The Laue pattern obtained is this case 

shows the four fold symmetry. 

Practically this method is never used for crystal structure determination. In 

this case several wavelengths may be reflected in different orders from a singles 

plane, so that different order of reflection may superpose on a single spot. Due to 

this fact the determination of a reflected intensity is difficult and so the 
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determination of the basis. 

 
ROTATING CRYSTAL METHOD:- 

The x-rays are generated in the x-ray tube and then the beam is made ne 
 

arly monochromatic by filter the beam is now passed and collimating into the 
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system which permits fine parallel beam of x-rays . now the crystal is mounted on 

the shaft which is arranged perpendicular to the incident beam .the shaft is rotating 

at a uniform angular rate by a small motor. The crystal dimension should not be 

greater than 1mm, so that the crystal may be complete be bathed by the incident 

radiation. When the crystal is set into slow rotation about fix axis, the set of plane 

come successively into the reflecting position i.e., the value of θ satisfies the bragg’s 

equation. 

The beam from the all planes parallel to the vertical rotation axis will lie in the 

horizontal plane . the diffraction pattern may be the register either upon photographic 

plate to x-ray beam or upon a film of cylindrical camera to the axis of which 

coincides with the axis of rotation of the crystal. 

The two types of photograph maybe obtained . the complete rotation photographs in 

which the turning f crystal to the series of complete revolution takes place. It is 

observed that each set of planes in the crystal diffracts four times during the rotation 

. the four diffracted beams are distributed in the rectangular pattern about the centre 
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point of the photograph. 
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The second oscillation photograph . in this case,, instead of being given continious 

rotation, the crystal is made to oscillate back and forth with a constant angular speed 

through a choosen angular range . it is obseved that the oscillation photograph lacks 

the symmetry whichis shown by the complete rotation photograph. The limited range 

in limited range in oscillation of photograph reduse the possiblity of overlapping 

reflections. 

The crystal to be rotated ib X-ray beam is mounted in such a way that one of the 

crystallographic axes coincides with the axis i.e.,the z axis . now consider the 

neighbouring atoms Aand B will be primitive transalation C . in this case the 

condition of diffraction is given by 

C(cos δ+cosφ)= nλ ------------------------ > 1 

Where n is the integer representing the order of reflection by the line gratting when 

the rottation axis is pependicular to the beam φ=900 and the condition 1 becomes 

C 

cosδ0 = C sin μ =nλ ------------------------- > 2 

For various order of diffraction n assumes alues such as 0,1,2,3……etc. giving rise 

to the series of equations : 

Cos δ0=sin μ0=0 

Cos δ1= sin μ1 =λ/c 

Cosδ2=sin μ2= 2λ/c 

Cosδ3= sinμ3 =3λ/c -------------------------- >3 

… … … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … … 

Cosδn = sinμn = nλ/c 

When λ is constant , such equation give the loci of all possible diffracted rays as the 

crystal truns These loci are elements of series of cones, the half apex angles are given 

by δ0,δ1,δ2, etc., respectively with the horizontal plane. 
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The central horizontal plane contains all diffracted beam of the order of zero . the 

miller indices of all planes giving diffracted beams in the horizontal plane must be 

represented by (h,k,o). similarly x-rays diffracted by planes of indices (h,k,l) lie on 

the first order cone defined by 

μ1 sin-1 λ/c ---------------------------------------- > 

hence general, all beams diffracted from planes of indices (h,k,n) lies on the nth order 

defined by 
 

μn= sin-1 nλ/c ------------------------------------------ > 

the cylindrical film in the series of circles lying in the planes perpendicular to the 

axis of rotation , which becomes the series of parallel straight lines ,known layer 

linens when the film is unrolled 

if the distance of the film from the crystal is known, the distance of the layer lines 

from the equatorial line give the values of the angle δ and λ is known , the value of 

c can be calculated now the rotation of photographs are taken separately about the 

all axes . in this waay translation a,b,c are calculated . 

the crystal continuously rotated through 1800 and back and at the sam etime the 

cylindrical camera containing the film moves at constant 

speed backward and forward parallel to the axis of rotation . to allow only the spot 

due to one layer line , a metallic cylinder having equatorial slit of few mm is 

introduced between the crystal and film .the photograph records all the spots 

belonging to the layer line spread out into a characteristic pattern on the single film 

indexed. 

 

 

 
Powder Photograph Method 

 
The powder method is the only method which can be used with that large class 

of substance which can not be obtained easily in the form of perfect crystals of 

appreciable size. This class includes not only the most metals and their alloys but 
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also a large number of compounds. The method was devised independently by 

Debye and Scherrer in Germany and by Hill in America. In this method a 

monochromatic X-rays beam is used and instead of using a single crystal, fine 

powders or crystalline aggregates of all kinds, having random of chaotic orientation 

are used. Such a powder requires no rotation because every atomic plane is present 

in every possible orientation and hence the diffraction depends upon the fact that in 

a fine powder the grains are arranged in an entirely chaotic manner. The entirely 

random orientations of the grains with respect to the beam means that some of them 

will be in a position to reflect the radiation from an important set of planes. 

Now diffraction rays go out from individual crystallites which happen to be 

oriented with planes making an angle 0 with the beam satisfying the Bragg equation. 

Any fragment in which the normal to the plane in question makes an angle (90°-0°) 

with the incident beam, will be in a position to reflect and since all orientations of 

the fragments are equally likely, the reflected rays will form a cone of diffracted rays 

of diffracted rays for each set of planes. The cones intercept the film in a series of 

concentric circular halves, from the radii of which the angle 0 and hence the spacing 

of the plane can be deduced 

The formation of powder photograph is shown in fig. 16 

The radiation is made approximately monochromatic with the help of filter as 

shown in fig. 16(a).P is the powder and O is the point where the direct beam would 
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have structure the film . Point A on the film correspond at which a spectrum with 

glancing angle 0 is formed. The diffraction maxima lie on cones coaxial with the 

directed beam , and if a photograph in plate is mounted normal to the direct beam, 

concentric circles are registered upon it as shown in fig. 16(b).Usually a plate or film 

in the form 
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of cylindrical shape is employed whose axis is perpendicular to the beam. They 

appear arcs of the circles as shown in fig 16(c). 

From fig. 16(c) it is observed that when rays are diffracted through small angles., 

they make area around the central spot on the film. When the rays are diffracted 

through small angles, they make area around the central spot on the film. When the 

rays are diffracted through 90°, the cones become flat and the corresponding trace is 

a straight line. When the diffracted angle increase above 90°, the curvature is 

reversed and when the angle approaches to 180°, the traces are nearly circular. Thus 

the curvature of lines changes from the centre to the outside of the film. 

Now considering fig. 16(a), if l is the distance from O to A, measured on the film 

and R is the radius of camera, there 0=l/2R.In this way by measuring l, the value of 

0 can be calculated. 

This method is very useful in investigating the structures of simple crystals 

particularly belonging the cubic system of which spacings a, b, c of unit cell are all 

equal. In these crystals, there are certain definite relationship between the angles at 

which spectra can occur. The spacings of all planes parallael to faces of the same 

form(h k l) are equal and therefore produce spectra at the same angles. In the most 

general case in which all h, k, l are different, there are 48 faces. In the form and 24 

sets of planes all having the same spacing. 

These all co operate to produce one line on the film. When the three axes of 

different lengths are at right angles to one another, the general form(h, k, l) 

corresponds to six different spacings and hence there are six different lines on the 

film. 

 

ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTOR 

The atomic scattering factor or the form factor f describes the scattering efficiency 

of a single atom in relation to that of a single electron. It is define as 

 

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 
𝑓 = 

𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑎𝑛 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛 

To compute f, consider an atom with its electron arranged in a spherically symmetric 

configuration around its centre O as origin. Let r be the radius of the atom and dV 
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Fig.11 Calculation of atomic scattering factor 

𝑛  𝑛 2 
−�⃗�  =  𝑁ሬ⃗  = (𝑛 1  − 𝑛 2) 

Reflecting 

plane Ѳ Ѳ 

Fig.12Relationship between the incident beam and the scattered beam 

an elemental volume at 𝑟 so that the charge at 𝑟 is 𝜌(𝑟⃗)dV where 𝜌(𝑟 ) is the charge 

density at 𝑟 (Fig.11) 
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Let us first consider the scattering from the charge (𝑟⃗)dV and an electron at the 

origin. If 𝑛  1 and 𝑛  2 be the directions of the incident and the scattered beam 

respectively (Fig.12), the phase difference between the waves 
 

 

 

 

Scattered from dV and from the center is given by 

Ѳ Scattering 

plane 
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∫ 

𝜙𝑟 = 
2𝜋 

(𝑟. 𝑁ሬ⃗ )  ---------------------------------------- (1) 
𝜆 

 

where 𝑁ሬ⃗  represents the scattering normal. 

If the scattering amplitude from the point electron at O along 𝑛  2 be A exp[𝑖(𝑘𝑥 − 

𝜔𝑡)]where x is the distance covered along 𝑛 2 and k the wave number, then the 

scattering amplitude from the charge 𝜌(𝑟 )⃗ dV will be 

𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝑥−𝜔𝑡)+𝑖𝜙𝑟 𝜌(𝑟)𝑑𝑉. 

Therefore𝑑  = 
𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝑥−𝜔𝑡)+𝑖𝜙𝑟  

𝜌(𝑟⃗)𝑑𝑉 -------------------- (2) 
𝐴𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝑥−𝜔𝑡) 

 

Thus the ratio of amplitude from the whole atom to that from an electron is 

 
𝑓 =        (𝑟)𝑒𝑖𝜙𝑟 𝑑𝑉,   -------------------(3) 

𝑉 
 

where , V=volume of the atom 

From spherical symmetry and hence using spherical polar coordinates, we get dV= 

2𝜋𝑟2 sin 𝜙𝑑𝜙𝑑𝑟, where ϕ= polar angle. 

Also,we have|𝑁ሬ⃗ | = 2 sin Ѳ. So, from (1), 

𝜙𝑟 = (2𝜋⁄𝜆)𝑁 cos 𝜙 = (4𝜋⁄𝜆)𝑟 sin Ѳ cos 𝜙 = 𝜇𝑟 cos 𝜙, where 

𝜇 = (4𝜋⁄𝜆) sin Ѳ. 

∞ 
𝜋 

𝑓 = ∫ ∫ (𝑟⃗) 𝑒𝑖𝜇𝑟 cos 𝜙2𝜋𝑟2 sin 𝜙𝑑𝜙𝑑𝑟 
 
 Now, 

 
𝜋 
𝑒𝜇𝑟 cos 𝜙 

𝑟=0 
𝜙=0 

 
sin 𝜇𝑟 

 
 

∫
0 

sin 𝜙𝑑𝜙 = 2 ( ) 
𝜇𝑟 

 

𝒇 = ∫
∞ 
𝟒𝝅𝒓𝟐(ሬ�⃗�) 

𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝝁𝒓 
𝒅𝒓  ---------------------- (4) 

𝟎 𝝁𝒓 
 

Expression (4) represents the general expression for the atomic structure factor. 

GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR F(𝒉′𝒌′𝒍′) 
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𝑗 

Geometrical structure factor F(ℎ′𝑘′𝑙′) is defined as the ratio of the amplitude of 

radiation scattered by the entire unit cell to the amplitude of radiation scattered by 

the single point - electron at the origin for the same wavelength. It is therefore given 

by 

 

F(ℎ′𝑘 ′𝑙′) = ∑𝑗 𝑓𝑗𝑒
𝑖𝜙𝑗   = ∑𝑗 𝑓𝑗  𝑒

𝑖(2𝜋⁄𝜆)(𝑟𝑗.𝑁ሬ⃗ ) 

 
where 𝑓𝑗 is the atomic scattering factor for the jth atom,𝜙𝑗 the phase difference 

between the radiation scattered from the jth atom of unit cell and that from the 

electron at the origin. 

If now (uj,vj,wj) be the coordinates of the jth atom, then we have 

𝑟j= 𝑢𝑗�⃗� + 𝑣𝑗𝑏ሬ⃗  + 𝑤𝑗𝑐 

𝑟j= (𝜇𝑗ℎ
′
 + 𝑣𝑗𝑘

′
 + 𝑤𝑗𝑙

′)(�⃗�. 𝑁ሬ⃗  = ℎ′𝜆𝑒𝑡𝑐. ) 

F(ℎ′𝑘′𝑙′)  =  ∑  𝑓 𝑒
𝑖2𝜋

(𝜇𝑗ℎ
′+𝑣𝑗𝑘

′+𝑤𝑗𝑙
′) ------------------------ (1) 

𝑗 𝑗 

when the atoms are identical, all the𝑓𝑗
’
s are equal to f, then (1)becomes 

F(ℎ′𝑘′𝑙′) = 𝑓𝑆 ------------------------------- (2) 

where 

S=∑ 𝑒
𝑖2

(𝜇𝑗ℎ
′+𝑣𝑗𝑘

′+𝑤𝑗𝑙
′) ---------------------(3) 

 

is called the geometrical structure factor.It is dependent on the geometrical 

arrangement of the atoms within the unit cell. 

 
Kinds of liquid crystalline 

Liquid crystal is a term referring to substances that are not crystalline (solid) 

nor isotropic (liquid), but somewhere between the two. There are three main types, 

or what is scientifically known as mesophases, of liquid crystals which can be 

identified by their varying amounts of molecular order and positioning. This 

arrangement of molecules is what makes the substance either more solid or liquid. 

Nematic 

The nematic phase is the simplest form of liquid crystal and is the phase in 

which the crystal molecules have no orderly position and are free to move any 

which way. However, while they have no specific order, during this phase the 
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molecules do tend to point in the same direction, which is what differentiates it 

from a pure liquid. Liquid crystal in this phase can be characterized by its thread- 

like appearance when looked at under a microscope. The use of nematic liquid 

crystal is common in telescope lenses as it allows for a clear image when 

researchers are confronted with atmospheric turbulence. 

Smectic 

The smectic phase of liquid crystal, which is defined as being equivalent to 

the slippery, thick residue found at the bottom of soap dishes, is characterized by a 

slight degree of translational order in the crystal molecules which is not found in 

the nematic phase. While keeping similar orientation and pointing in the same 

direction as the molecules in nematic liquid crystal do, in this phase the molecules 

tend to line themselves up into layers. While these layers as a whole move freely, 

movement within the layers is restricted; therefore, it creates a slightly more solid 

substance. Smectic liquid crystal has been found to have fast electro-optical 

response time and because of this is used, along with nematic liquid crystal, in 

producing liquid crystal display (LCD) screens. 

Cholesteric 

The cholesteric phase, also known as chiral nematic phase, is characterized by the 

molecules being aligned and at a slight angle to one another, stacked within very 

thin layers– it is the last phase before a substance becomes crystalline, or solid. 

This type of liquid crystal also has the characteristic of changing color when it is 

exposed to different temperatures. It is for this reason that cholesteric liquid crystal 

is used in common household items such as thermometers and mood rings. 
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